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We present a distinct design for a random laser based on a composite material consisting of an
elastomeric liquid crystal with embedded TiO2 nanoparticles. Random lasing action can be controlled
by an external, non-contact light stimulus; this induces a rearrangement of the elastomeric liquid crystals which moves the laser body in and out of the focal plane of a pump laser, pushing its emission
above or below the lasing threshold. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5038663
Random lasers are unique optical sources combining
random scattering events with optical gain to provide coherent emission. Their ease of fabrication raises the demand for
random lasers as attractive optical sources for various applications.1 In the recent past, random lasing has been demonstrated in many kinds of materials such as dielectric
nanopowders, dye-doped scatterers, and biological tissues.2–9
In general, random lasers are non-linear open systems exhibiting an output signal characterized by strong fluctuations in
emission frequencies, intensity, and the number of modes.
For practical applications, a major drawback of a random
laser is the limited controllability of its emission properties,
which calls for the development of new strategies to control
these fluctuations. Previous attempts to tackle this issue can
be broadly classified into two categories which focus either
on modulating the scattering mean free path of scatterers or
on the control of the gain properties of the amplifying
medium.10–19 For example, monodisperse scatterers have
been used to achieve wavelength-sensitive scattering.10–14
The idea behind using monodisperse scatterers was to minimize the scattering mean free path at the resonant frequencies, resulting in wavelength-sensitive lasing at the
resonances. In another case, the spatial distribution of the
pump profile was optimized so as to have a particular random lasing mode undergoing preferential gain.15–18
The direct control of the lasing threshold and output
intensity of a random laser has been successfully achieved in
many systems. Among them, liquid crystal (LC) based random lasers offer distinctive features which can be directly
exploited to tune the characteristics of output emission.20–27
Typical examples regard the control of the alignment direction of the liquid crystals, e.g., by using electric fields,20,21
which in turn can affect the orientation of dye molecules
changing the quantum yield for different pump polarizations.22 Other approaches exploit the temperature-dependent
phase transition for modifying the scattering strength of the
system and thus for bringing the random laser above and
below its lasing threshold.23,24 However, the physical motion
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of the random laser has never been considered to control or
trigger the random lasing modes so far.
In this paper, we demonstrate random lasing in a composite system consisting of a transparent liquid crystal elastomer (LCE) body and a scattering tip with embedded TiO2
nanoparticles in the presence of an amplifying medium. The
composite LCE random laser is initially positioned in proximity of the focal plane of a pump laser. Using an external
stimulus, the composite LCE can be moved in and out of the
focal plane of the pump laser. When the composite LCE is in
its resting position (out of the focal plane of the pump laser),
the typical gain medium spectrum appears in the emission.
However, when it moves towards the focal plane of the
pump laser, a narrow bandwidth emission arises with a
well-defined threshold. This makes it possible to control the
emission of the composite random laser by inducing and
exploiting its motion. Thus, the random lasing relies on selfactuating oscillation provided by the external stimuli.28
The composite random laser is made of two parts which
are combined to form a single structure. For the fabrication
of the LCE random laser, a thin layer of polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) is first spin-coated on the glass coverslip and then
rubbed along the surface using a cotton texture. Another coverslip is spin-coated with a PI-1211 layer and placed to form
a 200 mm-thick cell using calibrated spacers (monodisperse
silica microspheres). The liquid crystal (LC) solution
(79 mol. % LC monomer, 20 mol. % crosslinker, and 1 mol.
% photoinitiator) containing 4  103 M DCM dye is infiltrated by capillary action into the cell from one side.29,30 The
chemical structure of the liquid-crystalline monomer mixture
used for our experiments is depicted in Fig. 1(a). The temperature of the mixture was maintained at 80  C for 1 h. As
illustrated in Fig. 1(b), the LC molecules transition from a
homogeneous alignment (along the rubbing direction) near
the PVA-coated surface to a homeotropic alignment near the
PI-1211 layer. Overall, this results in an automatic splayed
distribution of the LC molecules in the first half of the composite random laser. From the other side, we infiltrated LC
solution containing DCM dye and the TiO2 nanoparticles,
which hinder the long-range alignment of LC molecules in
the scattering half. However, local alignment is still possible
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FIG. 1. (a) Chemical structure of the monomer, cross-linker, and dye molecule used to fabricate the composite random laser. (b) Schematic of the random laser: in the left half, the liquid crystals are aligned in the splayed
fashion, and in the right half, the TiO2 nanoparticles are dispersed to provide
increased scattering.

in the vicinity of the sample surface. We then expose the
mixture to UV radiation for 30 min, which cross-links and
polymerizes the mixture in the described alignment structures, resulting in a single 200 mm-thick composite layer of
LCE. The light transport mean free path of the LCE sample
without TiO2 was estimated using a coherent backscattering
cone. The width of the backscattering cone was measured to
be 0.095 mrad, corresponding to a scattering mean free path
of around 735 mm. If we assume the 4 mM DCM dye molecules having a total inversion of the resonant state populations, the gain length of the sample will be 40 mm. Thus,
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ll
the critical thickness ðlcr ¼ p t3g Þ for the random lasing
sample under complete inversion is estimated to be around
310 mm. Hence, a pure LCE layer does not provide enough
scattering to fully support the random lasing modes.31 In the
scattering region, we have the following parameters: the
refractive index of the matrix medium is nLCE ¼ 1.65, the
scattering nanoparticles have an average diameter d of about
280 nm and a volume fraction / of 0.005, a refractive index
nTiO2 ¼ 2:7, a scattering anisotropy g ¼ 0.67, and a scattering
efficiency Qscat ¼ 3.7 which we estimated using Mie theory.
According to these parameters, we obtain a scattering mean
1
2d
ð3/Q
ÞÞ of about 30.5 mm assuming indefree path ðlt ¼ 1g
scat
pendent scattering given the very low volume fraction.
Hence, this part of the composite supports random lasing.
If the size of the film is too large, the mechanical stress
induced by the external stimulus can be less homogeneous,
leading to a reduced deformation. Hence, following fabrication, we cut the composite film into several stripes about
2 mm wide and 1.5 cm long. The schematic of the experimental setup to move and simultaneously excite the composite LCE random laser is shown in Fig. 2(a). The light-driven
bending in the elastomer stripe is induced by a 532 nm continuous wave laser (Coherent-Verdi 5W) chopped at a tunable rate, while the random lasing emission is excited by a
pulse laser. The pulsed pump beam is generated using an
amplified Nd:YAG laser system (EKSPLA-PL2143), with a

FIG. 2. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup to move and excite the random lasing modes in a composite LCE stripe. L1 and L2: lenses, N: notch
filter, BS: beam splitter, C: chopper, and S: spectrometer. A chopped CW
green laser actuates the LCE stripe, and the picosecond pulse laser triggers
the random lasing emission. (b) Movement of the LCE stripe at t ¼ 0.0, 0.13,
0.25, 0.38, 0.50, 0.63, 0.75, and 0.91 s. (c) Movement of the LCE stripe at
actuating frequencies of 1 Hz, 2 Hz, 4 Hz, and 10 Hz. Multimedia views:
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5038663.1; https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5038663.2;
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5038663.3; https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5038663.4

pulse duration of 25 picoseconds (k ¼ 532.8 nm; rep.
rate ¼ 10 Hz). For optimal actuation of the LCE stripe, the
CW laser was loosely focused using a 5 objective on the
stripe (spot size 200 mm), and the power was maintained at
7 W/mm2. The top half of the LCE stripe is initially parked
near the focal spot of 100 mm obtained by a 50 mm biconvex
lens (L1) placed in the path of the pulsed laser beam. A
150 mm biconvex lens (L2) placed at 20 from the excitation
axis collects the shot-to-shot emission spectra. A notch filter
(N) was placed between lens L2 and the beam splitter (BS)
to block the scattered green light. The beam splitter allows
the simultaneous measurement of the motion of LCE and its
spectral response. A high-resolution CCD camera operating
at 29 frames/seconds was placed to monitor the movement
of the LCE, while the spectra were analyzed with a 0.5 m
spectrometer (S) having a spectral resolution of 0.1 nm.
When the LCE stripe is exposed to the actuating laser,
the elastomer material expands locally in the direction
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perpendicular to the molecular alignment. In the case of unidirectional alignment, this would result in a contraction
along the liquid crystal director and an expansion along the
other two directions. For a splay-aligned stripe, conversely,
the two opposite sides undergo opposite deformations,
inducing a mechanical stress which eventually results in an
overall bending movement. Figure 2(b) shows a light-driven
movement of the LCE random laser captured at a speed of
30 frames per second. At t ¼ 0 s, the LCE stripe is at rest. As
soon as the LCE stripe starts to feel the actuation laser, it
starts to bend away from the objective. At t ¼ 0.5 s, the top
part of the structure reaches the maximum displacement
from its rest position of around 2.5 mm (Multimedia view).
Once the chopper blade obstructs the laser beam, the LCE
stripe relaxes back to its initial position. The bending of the
composite structure follows the chopper frequency with a
small delay. Figure 2(c) shows the actuating response of the
top portion of the LCE stripe at four actuating frequencies of
1 Hz, 2 Hz, 4 Hz, and 10 Hz. At 1 Hz actuation (black curve),
the top part of the stripe undergoes a maximum displacement
of 2.5 mm from its rest position. At 2 Hz (blue curve) and
4 Hz (red curve), the maximum displacement was found to
be around 1.5 mm and 0.4 mm, respectively. When the chopping frequency of the CW laser is further increased to 10 Hz
(green curve), the overall displacement of the tip decreases
significantly and eventually becomes insignificant at larger
repetition rates as the LCE stripe cannot undergo a full
excitation-relaxation cycle in between subsequent actuation
cycles. The extent of the movement/bend also depends on
LCE stripe size and CW laser power. It is worth noting that
the dynamics of LCE systems can be much faster on the
microscale, where full actuation cycles have been demonstrated up to few hundred Hz.32
To show that the scattering part of the composite LCE
laser is capable of supporting the random lasing modes, we
first park the LCE stripe near the focal spot of the pulsed
laser. The CW laser is not switched on, and thus, the actuation in the LCE stripe has not yet initiated. Figure 3(a)
depicts the representative emission spectrum at increasing
pump energies Ep ¼ 1.1 mJ, 3.1 mJ, and 15.2 mJ per pulse. The
spectra at Ep ¼ 3.1 mJ and 15.2 mJ are scaled by a factor of
0.5 and 0.1, respectively. At smaller pump energy, the emission spectrum from the LCE stripe resembles the typical
fluorescent profile of DCM dye. As the pumping energy
increases, the output intensity starts to grow rapidly, and the
emission profile narrows down. Figure 3(b) shows the output
intensity and bandwidth of emission as a function of input
pump energy averaged over 100 spectra. The lasing threshold for the composite random laser occurs at Eth ¼ 3.1 mJ,
above which the emission intensity grows abruptly and the
bandwidth collapses to about 15 nm. These observations confirm the excitation of random lasing modes in the scattering
region of the composite LCE stripe. Figure 3(c) shows typical emission spectra from the scattering LCE region when
the actuation in the LCE stripe is switched on. Away from
the focal plane, the emission spectra from the system resemble the typical emission profile of DCM dye molecules (as
shown by the first few black curves). The left inset depicts
the image of the emission spot, exhibiting a mild intensity,
which further confirms that the lasing action has not set off
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FIG. 3. (a) Single-shot emission spectrum from the LCE random laser at
pump energies Ep ¼ 1.1 mJ, 3.1 mJ, and 15.2 mJ. (b) Plot of the output intensity and FWHM of emission as a function of input pump energy shows the
threshold for lasing at Eth ¼ 3.1 mJ in the LCE laser. Error bars correspond to
the standard deviations for 100 independent acquisitions. (c) Emission spectra from the actuated LCE stripe: black curves: when the stripe is away from
the focal plane of the pulsed laser and blue curve: when the stripe is near the
focal plane. The inset shows the corresponding image of the emission spot.

in the stripe. As the actuating LCE stripe approaches the
focal plane of the pulsed laser, the emission intensity
increases gradually. Near the focal plane, the dye molecules
embedded in the LCE stripe experience a significant inversion. At this instant, the emission intensity shoots up by a
factor of 20, and the bandwidth collapses to about 15 nm.
The inset on the right side shows the emission spot which is
visibly much brighter compared to the previous scenario.
These observations again confirm the excitation of lasing
modes from the moving composite LCE random laser. Once
the actuating stripe moves away from the focal plane of the
pulsed laser, the random lasing disappears, and the system
again exhibits a typical emission profile of DCM dye molecules. The actuated LCE random laser periodically shows
this dynamical behavior. Different realizations of LCE
stripes do consistently show lasing action when positioned at
the focal plane of the pump laser. During motion, on the
other hand, the lasing intensity is affected by whether the ps
laser pulse hits the LCE stripe at the right instant. The output
intensity is maximum if the stripe is at the focal plane of
the ps pump. In our experiment, the depth of focus is about
600 mm. Whenever the random lasing tip of the stripe moves
within the depth of focus of the ps laser, we observe consistent lasing action for all actuation rates from 1 to 10 Hz.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated random lasing in a
composite system consisting of liquid crystal elastomeric
molecules with externally added scatters. The random lasing
action in LCE is being switched on/off by inducing a noncontact controlled motion using an external optical stimulus.
The optical excitation triggers a controllable and reversible
movement in the elastomeric material, which drives the gain
of the random laser medium in/out from the critical threshold
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region and therefore allows us to control its emission. The
remotely controlled elastomer random laser may be useful
for light sensing, temperature sensing, and as an optical
source for microchip devices. Moreover, a moving random
laser architecture can overcome issues such as quenching or
heating to increase its operational lifespan, and it is potentially compatible with self-actuating feedback mechanisms.
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